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Effective g factor of n-type HgTeÕHg1ÀxCdxTe single quantum wells

X. C. Zhang, K. Ortner, A. Pfeuffer-Jeschke, C. R. Becker,* and G. Landwehr
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The effectiveg factor of modulation dopedn-type HgTe single quantum wells, SQW’s, has been determined
by the coincidence method in tilted magnetic fields to lie between 15 and 35. For symmetrically doped samples
the effectiveg factor has been found to be constant for different filling factors; however, for asymmetric
SQW’s, a large increase with increasing filling factor has been observed. This can be ascribed to a combination
of Zeeman spin splitting and Rashba spin-orbit splitting. Reasonable agreement has been achieved between
theoretical calculations based on the 838 k•p method and experimental results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HgTe based type III heterostructures have aroused m
interest due to their unique band structure.1 Initially, most
magnetotransport studies on these type III heterostruct
have concentrated on either unintentionally or modulat
doped HgTe/CdTe superlattices which have always sho
mixed conduction behavior due to more than two carr
species2–4 resulting in net electron concentrations up
331017 cm23 and a maximum mobility of abou
1.13104 cm2/Vs. The quantum Hall effect, QHE, has bee
observed in HgTe/Hg12xCdxTe superlattices,5,6 but the Hall
plateaus were not well developed andrxx did not go to zero
in the QHE regime due to either parallel conduction or inh
mogeneous carrier distribution along the growth direction

Recently the availability of a high mobility two
dimensional~2D! electron gas, 2DEG, in HgTe SQW’s~Ref.
7! has made it possible to systematically study Zeeman
splitting as well as other aspects of their transport behav
As a result of their small effective mass, these samples s
pronounced Shubnikov-de Haas, SdH, oscillations whose
set occurs near 1 T. Spin splitting has been resolved at a
2–3 T, and the corresponding filling factorsn can be unam-
biguously assigned to well developed quantum Hall platea
Pfeuffer-Jeschkeet al.8 have reported values of the effectiv
massm* and its dependence on charge-carrier concentra
for a series of quantum wells~QW’s! with a well width of 9
nm. m* increases from 0.016m0 at 131011 cm22 to
0.035 m0 at 131012 cm22. Very pronounced Rashba spin
orbit, SO, splitting9 has recently been reported in the condu
tion subband ofn-type modulation doped HgTe quantu
wells with an inverted band structure.10,11 Due to their
inverted band structure, the heavy-hole character of the
conduction subband leads to a very large Rashba SO s
ting. By means of a gate voltage the asymmetry of the Q
was varied and the resulting Rashba splitting was dedu
from the Fourier transformation of SdH oscillations. T
data has been quantitatively explained by means of s
consistent Hartree calculations based on an 838 k•p
model.11,12 Moreover, the observed Rashba SO splitting w
larger than Zeeman spin splitting even at moderately h
magnetic fields.

Zeeman spin splitting in a 2DEG was first observed
measurements of SdH oscillations in Si field effect trans
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tors based on a metal-oxide-semiconductor structure.13 Zee-
man spin splitting is expressed asg* mBB, whereg* is the
effectiveg factor,mB the Bohr magneton, andB the external
magnetic field. Most of the previous experimental work h
been devoted to study of the exchange enhancement og*
due to different occupancies of two spin states of a Lan
level, which was predicted by Ando and Uemura,14 and has
been observed in different two-dimensional systems, suc
silicon inversion layers,15 as well as GaAs/AlGaAs~Refs.
16,17! and GaInAs based heterostructures.18 Recently the ef-
fective g factor has received considerable attention; calcu
tions have predicted different values for the transverse
longitudinal components ofg* in a QW due to size quanti
zation effects19 and intensive experimental activities hav
been devoted to the study of the anisotropy of theg
factor.20,21

In contrast to numerous investigations on III-V system
measurements of the effectiveg factor in HgTe based QW’s
have, to our knowledge, not been reported. In this investi
tion g* has been deduced from measurements of the S
effect in a tilted magnetic field, i.e., the coincidence meth
which is based on the fact that Landau level, LL, splitting
proportional to the component of the magnetic field perp
dicular to the 2DEG plane, whereas spin splitting depends
the total magnetic field. In this article we demonstrate t
g* is large and constant for quantum wells with a symme
potential; however, it is enhanced for asymmetric quant
wells. This difference in magnetic-field dependence of thg
factor can be ascribed to a combination of the Rashba ef
and Zeeman spin splitting, as has been confirmed by ba
structure calculations based on the 838 k•p method.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL DETAILS

HgTe single quantum wells~SQW’s! were grown by
molecular-beam epitaxy, MBE, on Cd0.96Zn0.04Te~001! sub-
strates after an approximately 60 nm thick CdTe buffer w
deposited. All samples were modulation doped in one or b
of the Hg0.32Cd0.7Te barriers with iodine as has been d
scribed elsewhere.7 This doped layer is separated from th
HgTe layer by an 8 nm thick Hg0.3Cd0.7Te spacer. Finally a
20 nm thick CdTe cap layer was grown. The total thickne
of these heterostructures is less than 120 nm and co
quently they are fully strained. The HgTe width was det
©2004 The American Physical Society40-1
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mined by simulations of the~002! and ~004! Bragg
reflections.11,22

Two SQW’s with similar well widthsdw and an inverted
band structure, i.e.,dw.6 nm, were grown and analyzed a
described below. The band structure of these two QW’s
nearly equivalent because the band structure in the inve
regime depends only weakly on the well width. One of the
SQW’s was symmetrically modulation doped whereas
other was asymmetrically modulation doped. The barri
were modulation doped with an equal amount of iod
which resulted in a 2DEG concentration which was twice
large in the symmetric QW.

The difference in magnetic-field dependence of theg fac-
tors in symmetric and asymmetric QW’s is attributed in
following section to the Rashba SO splitting present in
asymmetric QW’s. For comparison purposes an asymm
cally modulation doped SQW with a normal band structu
dw,6 nm, was also characterized. Since the Rashba effe11

is much smaller in QW’s with a normal band structure
larger 2DEG concentration was chosen.

The magnitude of the energy gap,EH12E1, is 55
610 meV for all samples whereasEH12E1 is negative for an
inverted band structure.H and E refer to heavy hole and
electron subbands, respectively. In all samples, only the
conduction subband was occupied and the second condu
subband was at least 100 meV above the Fermi energy.
sample parameters are summarized in Table I.

After growth, samples with Hall geometry were pattern
by wet chemical etching and Ohmic contacts were made
indium thermal bonding. Magnetotransport measureme
were performed with standard ac lock-in techniques in m
netic fields up to 14 T at a temperature of 1.6 K. The sam
current was kept sufficiently low in order to avoid electric
heating. For measurement in a tilted magnetic field,
samples were mounted on a revolving holder and rota
about their long axis, always in the same direction in orde
minimize any mechanical errors in the goniometer.

Spin splitting energies were calculated in the framew
of an 838 k•p model with the incorporation of a perpen
dicular magnetic field. A detailed description of the theo
and the band-structure parameters employed in the calc
tions can be found elsewhere.11,12,23

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. SdH oscillations and QHE

Typical experimental plots of SdH oscillations and t
QHE are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the asymmetric Q16
and symmetric Q1283, respectively. The spin splitting

TABLE I. Sample parameters.

Sample dw Doping ns m m*
nm mode 1011 cm22 104 cm2/Vs m0

Q1651 11 Asymmetric 3.45 8.14 0.02
Q1283 9 Symmetric 6.59 7.35 0.03
Q1424 4.5 Asymmetric 18.5 2.82 0.04
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solved in Fig. 2 forB>2 T is obscured in Fig. 1 due to
coincidental degeneracy of the Zeeman and Landau split
els. The spin splitting behavior of these two QW’s is qu
different. In Fig. 1, the minima inrxx at low magnetic fields
always correspond to odd filling factors in the asymmet
QW, as indicated by arrows. In contrast the minima for t
symmetric sample Q1283 always correspond to even fill
factors. This indicates that Zeeman spin splitting is larg
than half of the Landau-level splitting, the cyclotron ener
\vc , in the asymmetric sample, but smaller for the symm
ric one. This is schematically shown in the insets in Figs
and 2. This behavior is reproducible for the series of samp
investigated. Furthermore the measurements in a tilted m
netic field, which will be presented below, confirm the abo
conclusion.

By means of self-consistent Hartree calculations11 the
Rashba spin-orbit splitting has been calculated to be 3.8
8.2 meV for the asymmetric QW’s Q1651 and Q1424,
spectively, and 0.0 meV for the symmetric QW Q1283. A
experimental value of 8 meV has been determined for Q1
from the occupancies of the spin split conduction subba
via fast Fourier transformation of the SdH oscillations. T
effective massm* has been deduced from the temperatu

FIG. 1. SdH oscillations and the QHE for the asymmet
sample Q1651. The arrows at the minima of SdH oscillations sh
the positions that correspond to the indicated odd filling factors. T
inset illustrates the fact that the Zeeman spin splittingg* mBB is
larger than half of the LL splitting,\vc .

FIG. 2. SdH oscillations and the QHE for the symmetric sam
Q1283. The arrows at the minima of SdH oscillations show
positions that correspond to the indicated even filling factors. T
inset illustrates the fact that the Zeeman spin splittingg* mBB is
smaller than half of the LL splitting,\vc .
0-2
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dependence of the amplitudes of SdH oscillations15 to be
m* 50.026 and 0.030m0 for Q1651 and Q1283, in good
agreement with the theoretical values ofm* 50.0265 and
0.0303 m0, respectively.

B. g* from the coincidence method

The coincidence method13 has been used to studyg* in
many 2D systems, such as silicon inversion layers,13 as well
as GaInAs-AlAs ~Ref. 18! and GaAs-GaAlAs
heterojunctions.16 The basic concept is that LL splittin
\vc5\eB' /m* c depends only on the perpendicular com
ponent of the magnetic field,B'5B cosu. Thus LL splitting
can be varied with respect to the Zeeman spin splitti
g* mBB, which depends on the total field strength.u is de-
fined as the angle between the sample surface normal an
magnetic field orientation. By simultaneously increasing a
tilting the magnetic fieldB, B' and consequently LL splitting
can be held constant. For a particular value of the LL sp
ting, the ratio of spin splitting to LL splitting, r
5g* mBB/\vc , can be changed continuously. This is sho
schematically in the inset of Fig. 3. The effectiveg factor can
then be obtained from the coincidence condition:16

g* 52r S m0

m*
D cosuc , ~1!

in which uc is the critical coincidence angle at which th
ratio r 51/2,1,3/2,2 . . . .

A precise determination of the tilt angleu is crucial to the
coincidence method. Hereu was determined, independent
the SdH oscillations under consideration, from the cosu de-
pendence of the Hall coefficientRH in the linear regime.RH
has been plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the apparent a
ua , i.e., the readout value of the goniometer and sub
quently a cosu function has been used to fit this curve
order to determine the initial value ofu0. The real value of
the tilt angle is obtained fromua2u0. In order to obtain a

FIG. 3. The Hall coefficientRH versus the apparent tilt angleua

for sample Q1651~circles!. The solid curve is a cos(u) fit to the
experimental data. The two insets show the measurement con
ration and the principle of the coincidence method.
11534
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more accurate fit,u has been measured over a wide range
0° –120°. It is noteworthy thatRH displays the expected
cosu behavior for all samples. This demonstrates that
carrier densityns is nearly constant over the range of t
angles investigated, in contrast to the investigation of Bro
et al.24 on InAs/AlSb QW’s in whichns decreased by 5%
when a large parallel magnetic field was applied. The auth
attribute this decrease to magnetic freeze out of electron
the well into some localized states due to a strong diam
netic shift of the QW state. The absence of this decreas
ns reflects the absence of this freeze out phenomenon in
samples.

Crossing of Landau levels from the first two conducti
subbands could make an interpretation of the results diffic
however, this is not possible for all of the investigated QW
because the second conduction subband is at least 130
above the first and at least 100 meV above the Fermi ene
Landau levels from the conduction and valence subband
cross in the inverted regime,25 however, this occurs at mag
netic fields which exceed approximately 10 T and our m
surements were carried out significantly below this value

In Figs. 4 and 5,rxx traces are plotted versusB' for a
number of tilt angles for samples Q1651 and Q1283, resp
tively. All curves have been shifted vertically and multiplie
by a scaling factor for ease of comparison.rxx is on the order
of 200 V. It can be seen that the ratior can be varied from
its initial value of slightly larger than 1/2 up to 2 for samp
Q1651, and from an initial value of less than 1/2 up to 3
for sample Q1283. The behavior of spin and LL splitting in
tilted magnetic field can be understood in terms of the c
cept shown in the inset in Fig. 3. Since spin splitting
smaller in Q1283 compared to Q1651, it can be easily de
onstrated that the initial value ofr is less than 1/2 for sample
Q1283 and larger than 1/2 for sample Q1651 whenu50°.

Some authors have used the magnetic-field positions
therxx minima in order to determineu.16 This method relies
on the assumption that the band structure and hence the
riod of the SdH oscillations are insensitive to the para

u-

FIG. 4. rxx(B') traces for various tilt angles for sample Q165
where different coincidence conditions,r, are fulfilled. A parabolic
background has been subtracted for clarity. From top to bottom
curves correspond to the tilt angles of 3.7°, 36.3°, 56.3°, 62.
66.3°, 68.3°, 70.3°, 72.3°, 74.3°, 75.3°, 77.3°, 78.3°, 79.
80.3°, 81.3°, and 82.3°.r 5gmBB/\vc.
0-3
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magnetic field, Bi . But when the magnetic lengthl
5(\/eBi)

1/2 is comparable to or less than the well widthdw ,
magnetic quantum confinement may result, and the SdH
cillations may become irregular. Thus, for example, t
method requiresBi to be less than about 8.1 T when the w
width is 9 nm. This means thatu must be less than 35.6° i
the total magnetic field is 10 T. This requirement can not
fulfilled for a 9 nm thick quantum well such as Q1283. Co
sequentially another method is employed in this investiga
which is less sensitive to irregularities in the period of t
SdH oscillations, as described below. The same argum
concerning the influence of the in-plane magnetic field c
be applied to the coincidence method. This will also be d
cussed later.

In order to determine a precise value of the coincide
position, the absolute magnitudes of the resistivity extre
shown, for example, in Figs. 4 and 5 have been plotted a
function of 1/cos(u) nearr 51. Typical results are shown fo
Q1651 and Q1283 in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, for
minima and maxima ofrxx for different integer filling fac-
tors. These curves have also been shifted vertically and m
tiplied by a scaling factor for ease of comparison.The m
nitude of the resistivity extrema which are plotted as
function of 1/cos(u) pass through an obvious maximum
minimum.

The coincidence position obviously depends on the fill
factor for sample Q1651 but not for Q1283; this is evide
from the position of the arrows in Figs. 6 and 7 which occ
at progressively smaller angles as the filling factor increa
for Q1651, but remains constant within experimental unc
tainty for sample Q1283. In order to determineg* it is nec-
essary to know the effective mass. We have employed
value of m* deduced from the temperature dependence
SdH oscillations,15 see Table I. The resultingg* factors are
shown in Fig. 8.g* lies in the range of 15–35, These valu
are relatively large compared to other 2D systems as
pected for narrow gap systems. It is obvious thatg* in-
creases with filling factor for the asymmetric samples Q16

FIG. 5. rxx(B') traces for various tilt angles for sample Q128
where different coincidence conditions,r, are fulfilled. From top to
bottom the curves correspond to the tilt angles of 4.7°, 39.
44.7°, 49.7°, 54.7°, 59.7°, 64.7°, 69.7°, 72.7°, 74.7°, 76.
78.7°, 79.7°, and 80.7°.
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and Q1424, but remains essentially constant versus fil
factor for the symmetric sample Q1283.

Many-body effects are known to result in an oscillato
behavior ing* for electrons with filling factorn, which is
related to the different occupancy of the two spin states
one Landau level.14 These effects should be larger fo
smaller filling factors, however, in this investigationg* was
determined for relatively large filling factors, i.e., 20>n
>4. Furthermoreg* is so large that exchange effects a
expected to be unimportant.

The nonparabolicity of the band structure can not expl
the difference in magnetic-field dependence behavior ofg*

,
, FIG. 6. Values of the minima~left side! and maxima inrxx

~right side! for several filling factors for sample Q1651 as a fun
tion of 1/cos(u) near r 51, whereu is the tilt angle. The arrows
indicate the values used to calculateg* . With increasing filling
factor the extrema occur at lower values of 1/cos(u), which suggest
that g* increases with increasing filling factor.

FIG. 7. Values of the minima~left side! and maxima inrxx

~right side! for several filling factors for sample Q1283 as a fun
tion of 1/cos(u) near r 51, whereu is the tilt angle. The arrows
indicate the values used to calculateg* . The 1/cos(u) values of the
extrema are nearly constant, which suggests thatg* is independent
of the filling factor.
0-4
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shown in Fig. 8. The theory of Kacman and Zawadzki26 re-
lates the effectiveg factor to the effective mass through th
following relationship:

g* 52F11S 12
m0

m* ~k!
D D

3«8~k!12D
G , ~2!

where«8(k)5«(k)2\2k2/2m0 , «(k) is measured from the
conduction-band edge andD is the spin-orbit splitting en-
ergy. For this narrow gap system, Eq.~2! can be reduced to

g* '32
m0

m*
'2

m0

m*
, ~3!

sinceD@Eg andm0 /m* @1. m* increases with increasin
magnetic field, in particular with increasing in-plane comp
nent,Bi .27 Consequentlyg* decreases in value with increa
ing magnetic field and vice versa with filling facto
Magneto-optical measurements in a perpendicular magn
field on a similar sample with a well width of 9 nm an
carrier density of 6.4531011 cm22 demonstrated thatm* in-
creases only a small amount from 0.026m0 at 0 T to
0.029 m0 at 5 T.28 Even if the influence ofBi on m* is
larger, it can not account for the different experimental b
havior in asymmetric and symmetric samples, i.e., the la
and sharp increase ing* with filling factor as opposed to the
constant value, respectively, shown in Fig. 8. Rashba
splitting in asymmetric QW’s may depend on the in-pla
magnetic field. An increase in the Rashba effect with incre
ing Bi could explain the observed behavior ofg* with filling
factor.

The influence of band nonparabolicity on the value ofg*
determined from SdH oscillations is assumed to be const
i.e., independent ofB, as has been argued in Appendix B
Ref. 29. Smithet al.30 have measured theg factor of elec-
trons in an InAs/GaSb SQW by means of a tilted magne
field experiment and foundg* to be constant within experi
mental error, i.e., 8.260.5, whenB was increased from 5 to
10 T. This is also true for our symmetric sample Q1283. T
g factor of this sample is almost constant between magn

FIG. 8. The effectiveg factor vs filling factor of the symmetric
sample Q1283 and the asymmetric specimens Q1424 and Q1
The symbols are experimental values determined by the co
dence method. The dashed curves are merely guides to the ey
11534
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fields of 1 and 3 T. Only two data points are slightly low
than the other five points. However these two points cor
spond to the broader peaks in the right panel of Fig. 7 a
consequently have a larger experimental uncertainty as i
cated in Fig. 8. As can be seen,g* for sample Q1283 is
constant within experimental error over the investiga
magnetic-field range.

C. Spin splitting behavior in a magnetic field

The spin splitting energyDE5g* mBB has been plotted
as a function of the normal component of the magnetic fi
for a symmetric and two asymmetric samples in Fig. 9. T
calculated zero-field spin splitting energy at the Fermi le
is also indicated in Fig. 9. An extrapolation of the data
B50 for the symmetric Q1283 indicates the absence
Rashba splitting; however, for the asymmetric samples th
is a finite intercept at zero magnetic field. Because of t
finite experimental zero-field spin splitting in the asymmet
samples it is obvious that the behavior of the magnetic-fi
dependence of the spin splitting cannot be explained by
Zeeman spin splitting alone. It is essential to take b
Rashba and Zeeman spin splitting into account.

Theoretical calculations based on the 838 k•p method in
a perpendicular magnetic field have been performed and
compared with the experimental data in Fig. 9. A detai

51.
i-

.

FIG. 9. Experimental values of the spin splitting energy atEF vs
magnetic field for samples Q1424, Q1651, and Q1283~empty
circles!, and theoretical values of zero-field spin splitting energ
~filled circles!. Theoretical calculations vs magnetic field~solid
lines! are also shown for comparison.
0-5
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description of the theoretical model and band-structure
rameters employed in the calculation can be fou
elsewhere.11,12The solid lines in Fig. 9 have been calculat
for zero temperature. This introduces steps in the cur
whenever the Fermi level jumps to a higher Landau le
with increasing magnetic field. At low magnetic fields th
calculated spin splitting energy for the asymmetric QW’s d
creases with increasingB and at an intermediate field thi
energy reaches a minimum before increasing at higher fie
This behavior is very similar to that calculated for asymm
ric InGaAs/InAlAs QW’s by Pfeffer and Zawadzki.31 The
basic tendency ofDE versusB' is qualitatively described by
the theoretical calculations, although the agreement is no
good as one would like, particularly at high magnetic fie
for the asymmetric QW’s. This could be due to the neglec
the effect ofBi in the analysis employed in the coinciden
method.

Recently, spin-resonance experiments on symmetric
asymmetric InSb quantum wells have been reported
Khodaparastet al.32 Photoconductivity was measured as
function of magnetic field when the samples were illum
nated with monochromatic infrared radiation. In order to o
serve spin resonance, the Fermi energy had to be loc
between the spin-up and spin-down levels of a particu
Landau state. In order to achieve this, the samples w
tilted. As in our experiments, it was demonstrated that thg
factor was independent ofB for samples with a symmetric
potential; however, in asymmetric specimens the spin sp
ting energy was substantially enhanced at lower magn
fields. The asymmetry induced shifts of the spin splitti
increased linearly with the Landau index, as expected fo
semiconductor with a regular band sequence. Their res
for the spin splitting in symmetric QW’s agreed well with th
results of ak•p calculation based on the Pidgeon-Brow
model.33 It is significant that their results were obtained by
method not based on the beating of Shubnikov de-Haas
cillations.

It should be noted that in our calculations, the influence
the parallel magnetic field has not been taken into acco
It can be seen from the data in Fig. 6 for the asymme
sample Q1651 at small filling factors, that the coinciden
position occurs at a largeru. This means that the paralle
magnetic field Bi5B'tanu is larger for small filling

*Electronic address: becker@physik.uni-wuerzburg.de
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factors. ThereforeBi would have a larger influence on sp
splitting measurements by the coincidence method at hig
fields. First of all,Bi could influence Rashba SO splitting
Pfeffer and Zawadzki31 have calculated spin splitting in
a parallel magnetic field for InGaAs/InAlAs QW’s and foun
that it increases withBi .

Even though this system is quite different from HgT
based QW’s, their calculated relative dependence onBi is
similar to the experimental values for the asymmetric sam
shown in Fig. 9. Second, a distortion of the Fermi-surfa
contour under the influence ofBi will manifest itself through
an increase in the electron effective mass. Smrc˘ka et al.34

have demonstrated that this increase in the effective ma
only 5% for an in-plane component ofB up to 5 T for a
GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction. The influence of the in-pla
component of the magnetic field on Rashba SO splitting
the effective mass in HgTe QW’s is unknown. In order
quantitatively describe the experimental data, calculati
which includeBi are required.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the effectiveg factor for three different
n-type modulation doped HgTe SQW’s have been de
mined by the coincidence method in a tilted magnetic field
be between 15 and 35. The experimentally determined
pendence ofg* on magnetic field is quite different for sym
metrically and asymmetrically doped samples. In the form
case,g* 5u20u65 independent of LL filling factor, but in the
latter case, a large dependence onn is observed. This has
been ascribed to a combination of Zeeman spin splitting
Rashba SO splitting. The data can be qualitatively explai
by means of calculations involving the 838 k•p method and
the perpendicular component of the magnetic field.
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